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out above, at 18 Oktober 2016 kl. 11:45 CET. 

 
 

 

Gaming Corps and GamersGate sign digital 

distribution agreement 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Gaming Corps AB has signed a digital distribution agreement with GamersGate for The 

Descendant. The Descendant is an episodic adventure game series with 3 of its 5 episodes 

already out on Steam. The final two episodes will release before the end of the year. 
 
GamersGate is a leading digital distribution platform for PC and Mac games creating easily accessible 
gaming experiences for gamers worldwide – anytime, anywhere. 
 
With one of the largest catalog of games available for download on the web, GamersGate offers a 
strong and dynamic variety of game titles. 
 
“We are very happy to have reached an agreement with GamersGate as it will give The Descendant 
the visibility it deserves to even more gamers worldwide.” - Magnus Kolaas, CEO of Gaming Corps. 
 

About The Descendant:  

The Descendant is a five-part episodic adventure game series where the end of the world is 
only the start. 
 

After climate change wrecked the planet, a man-made extinction event wiped humankind off 
the face of the Earth. Only a few thousand ‘descendants of humanity’ were hand-picked to 

survive the apocalypse, cryogenically suspended in underground bunkers known as Arks. 
Centuries passed. The world recovered from the nuclear holocaust, and all the Arks reopened, 
except one — Ark-01. 

 
Key features:  

 An episodic adventure spreading across multiple story-rich timelines 

 Investigative gameplay, challenging puzzles, tense action sequences 

 Meaningful and difficult choices with branching dialogue 

 A tailored experience, full of tension and drama 

 Every player choice can influence the future of mankind 


